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Based on survey feedback last year,
students and parents requested culture
classes and sports this year. Therefore, we
added a title 7 culture teacher with culture classes. For sports, we had
soccer and volleyball teams after school for 4th-8th grade boys and girls
along with after school tutoring support. Thank you for all that
participated and helped our kids!!!
When we return from Fall Break, we will provide boys and girls basketball
and continue after school tutoring. We are
hoping to combine efforts with the tribal I40
girls team using the high school gym for
practice and
games this
year. Join us in
supporting our
kids!!!
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Upcoming events that you need to know about



October 3– students will provide calendar and newsletter to families



October 4– First Things First meeting at the school 10:30 am



October 5/6– Fire Department Presentations at the school 2-3 pm



October 10-13– No school Fall Break, October 17– report cards



October 18– Read ON Hualapai meeting at the school



October 25– School Carnival 5-7 pm; October 31– Tribal Halloween
event at the park, Nov. 7 School Picture Day; Nov. 8 Voting Day
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Data Academic Scores and Goals
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From our Galileo assessments, we have set
the academic goals to increase 25% by all
grade levels as we strive to make gains in all
grade levels for reading, math and science.
With the support and help of the community,
parents, teachers, and students; we can
make academic tremendous gains. We are
seeking volunteers from 9-10 am daily to
help during our reading stations. Please
contact your child's teacher to help while
students are participating in their individual
reading differentiated activities.

Kindergarten students
Way to go kindergarten students. The picture below
demonstrates kindergarten students in Ms. Strader’s
class teaching other students using the interactive
board that aligns with our reading curriculum! When
students teach other students, a higher level of understanding occurs, increased comprehension that helps
engage all kids.
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1st and 2nd grade classes

In the classes, students are encouraged
to discuss and work in groups and teams
to solve answers. From the bulletin of first
grade class, these are the students and
class of 2028. We may think that is far
away but they are our future leaders!!!
Above is a picture of Ms. Shi’s 2nd grade
class participating in class discussion.

To the right is a picture of Ms. Wisely’s 3rd grade class participating in an interactive
activity to keep students energized between subjects using music and movement.
Movement in the form of
brain gym is
used to help
the brain
retain more
learning and
keep the
body awake.
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In fourth grade, Ms. Claus had students learn their
vocabulary words using a four block method; writing
their word, illustrating their word, stating in
sentence, and then applying word using their own
example. Students were then able to verbalize
meaning of words to peers and the class.

Sixth grade demonstration using movement in learning
Students in Ms. Wisely’s sixth grade class were excited about
learning as they created human tic-tac-toe games using their spelling words to earn an X
or O. What a creative way to get all students engaged. For math they had a human
number line as
students
experienced math
hands on approach
using visual
examples for the
whole class. All
students were
engaged and
excited about the
movement in
learning while
completing the
class activities.

